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BCC CAFE INC, SOUTHERN X-POSUR
By CODI MOHR
THE PARTHENONUndecided Marshall University students had the op-portunity to explore their options at the Majors, Minors & More! fair presented Wednesday by the Uni-versity College in the Memorial Student Center. Marshall colleges 
presented tables filled with in-formation concerning various majors and minors of study.
The fair is hosted twice a year, once in the fall and once in the spring, and provides the chance for undecided stu-dents and those looking to find a minor to explore op-portunities and ask questions about majors and minors. 
Students were given the op-
portunity to speak with representatives from an area 
of interest without the hassle 
of scheduling a meeting with an advisor or going to differ-ent offices. Each college presented 
tables with at least one repre-sentative student, professor or 
staff member, many of which included multiple schools from 
within the college. Patricia Gallagher, Marshall’s University College advisor and coordinator for the fair, said 
the fair is a starting point for 
those unsure of where to start their search for a major. 
“We always have people tell 
us afterward that they came and talked and got some helpful information,” Gallagher said. “It gives them the chance to come and talk informally instead of having to make an appointment 
or go to somebody’s office and kind of feel intimidated.”
Jeannie Harrison, graduate student and representative of the College of Liberal Art’s political science department, 
was excited for the opportu-
nity to bring new students information that they may not have previously been 
aware of.“I think the best part of it 
is letting people know what’s available,” Harrison said. “I 
wish I could convert everybody to political science because I love it, but it’s more about just 
letting people know the op-tions that are out there.” The University College has used the fair to inform mem-bers of the student body of their options for six years. 
Codi Mohr can be con-
tacted at mohr13@live.
marshall.edu.
By HAYLEE ROBERTS
THE PARTHENONIt is that time of year again, the last stretch of 
the spring semester, when students begin the search for summer internships and job opportu-
nities to find what career they want to pursue. Marshall University Career Services is prepar-
ing for next week’s Career Expo with pre-expo 
events happening this week. 
Career Services will have a Resume Doctor Thursday and Friday and an Expo Prep Open 
House April 1, where students can get advice on 
how to be successful at the Career Expo, April 2. 
The Resume Doctor will help students prepare 
for the Career Expo with help on resumes, a thirty 
second commercial and how to work the expo. 
The Expo Prep Open House will also provide 
resume help with printing on professional re-sume paper and tips on achieving success at the Career Expo. 
Deborah Stoler, assistant director of 
development and outreach in Career Services, 
said the events offer networking opportunities. 
“This is an incredible networking opportunity for those students seeking internships or about 
to enter the full-time workforce,” Stoler said.More than 80 companies, representing differ-
ent industries, will be represented at the Career 
Expo next week. “Students can make great contacts and collect 
business cards that may benefit them now and in the future,” Stoler said.
The event will offer full-time, part-time and internship employment opportunities in health-
care, management, IT, sales, financial services, 
state and federal government, law enforcement 
and corrections, non profit and many other fields. 
Denise Hogsett, Career Services director, said 
the event will give students opportunities in the 
workforce. 
“This event is a wonderful opportunity for stu-dents seeking entry level or relevant internship 
positions to network with a room full of potential employers,” Hogsett said.Stoler said students should dress profes-
sionally, as if going to an interview, and bring 
multiple copies of their resume to give to employers.
Something new to the Career Expo will be a 
free photo booth where students can take a head shot photo to use as a professional image. 
All photos will be uploaded to the student’s JobTrax account and can also be used for Linke-
dIn, Facebook, Twitter and other social media accounts that could be accessed by employers during the employment process. Professional dress is strongly encouraged for the photo.
The Resume Doctor will be in the Memorial Student Center lobby Thursday and Friday from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
The Expo Prep Open House will be in the Career Services building, Monday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The Career Expo will be in the Memorial Stu-
dent Center, Tuesday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Haylee Roberts can be contacted at rob-
erts215@marshall.edu.
By YEJIN JENNY HAN
THE PARTHENONThe College of Education announced that the Marshall University Early Education 
STEM Center achieved a new 
five-year term of NAEYC ac-
creditation, which was 
approved by the National As-sociation for the Education of 
Young Children.June Harless Center staff 
members have worked hard to achieve the outcome. The center received the accredi-tation because the programs 
have performed well and met 
the NAEYC early childhood program standards. 
NAEYC accreditation rep-resents the mark of quality in early childhood education. 
This renowned accreditation has the goal of providing an 
accrediting system that would raise the level of early child-hood programs.By being accredited, the Marshall University Early 
Education STEM Center can gain the attention of parents 
and families who are seeking the highest quality program for their child because the accreditation is a mark of quality that families are look-ing for.The more people consider the importance of early child-hood education, the more 
families require NAEYC ac-credited programs. Because early childhood experiences have an enormous impact on children’s lifelong learning and positively contribute to their health and development, the Marshall University Early Education STEM Center pro-
grams benefit children with greater readiness for success in school. 
The NAEYC accreditation 
will be in effect until May 
2018. 
Yejin Jenny Han can be 
contacted at han9@mar-
shall.edu.
MU STEM Center awarded 
NAEYC accreditation
Undecided majors scout for options at campus fair
SUBMITTED PHOTO
— RECORD BREAKING —
PHOTOS BY TYLER KES | THE PARTHENON
LEFT: Freshman utility player Shaelynn Braxton rounds the bases after hitting a home run in game 
two  of the Herd’s double header against the Wright State Raiders, Wednesday at Dot Hicks Field. 
RIGHT: Senior first baseman Alyssa Hively stretches to make a catch. INSET: Marshall University’s 
Softball Team celebrates after sweeping the two-game series. 
Herd claims school record 10th consecutive win
> More on SportsClinches 17th straight home victory
Career Services braces for Career Expo with preparatory events
By MARLA NOWLIN
THE PARTHENONThe Marshall University Women’s Stud-ies Student Association hosted “The F Word Round Table Discussion” Wednesday in the Memorial Student Center as a part of its Women’s History Month scheduled events. The goal of the night was to bring light to what feminism actually is and clar-ify misconceptions that have been attached to the word. WSSA President Brittany Shamblin lead the discussion. “Most often, feminism gets associated with something negative,” Shamblin said. “So, what we’re going to do here today is see what feminism means to everyone and 
how we can turn it into something positive and make people understand it’s not a bad thing. It’s a good thing; it’s equality.”The attendance was less than expected, but productive. Students gathered around the table and discussed their experiences with family and peers and how they iden-tify themselves with feminism. A student in attendance said she be-lieves that feminism is not just for women. From that, Shamblin broke down one of the most common misconceptions that only women are feminists. Shamblin said men can be feminists too and that the title means equality and it involves both men and women. The event was serious but humorous at 
times. Shamblin and attendees shared per-sonal stories that were both funny and at times empowering. Attendee Jocelyn Gibson, a sophomore and member of WSSA, said she would en-courage those who do not understand feminism to look into it. “It’s not what you think,” Gibson said. “Do your research and give it a chance.” The group also discussed possible ways to get more Marshall students involved in 
WSSA and to understand the definition of feminism. “I think more people should get involved with stuff. I don’t understand why nobody 
MU students discuss the “F” word: Feminism
See FEMINISM | Page  5
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By HAYLEE ROBERTS
THE PARTHENONMarshall University’s Women Connect will host Feminism and Christianity, Thursday. Feminism and Christianity will be a discussion of femi-nism and Christianity and how women should respond to these messages. Kimberly White, counselor in the Counseling Center, said Feminism and Christianity will be a discussion-based event where students can connect with someone active and pas-sionate about two major focus points in women’s lives. “Students are encouraged to come and interact with Jenni-fer and learn about these two areas of importance and how highly important they are to women’s lives,” White said. Jennifer Danielle Crumpton will be the speaker for Femi-nism and Christianity. Crumpton is a writer of a column for Patheos called “Femmevangelical: A Modern Girl’s Guide to the Good News,” 
and also blogs for The Huffing-ton Post. Crumpton was also a contrib-utor to the recently released 
book, A New Evangelical Mani-festo,” and the upcoming book, “I Speak for Myself.”Crumpton is also a minister at a church in New York City.  “Jennifer is very active glob-ally with various church leaders in trying to bring about social change within Christianity,” White said. “There have been various structures and sys-tems throughout history that have purposely or unintention-ally worked against women’s empowerment and the ability to live to their full potential. Sometimes religion can be one of those forces, and Jennifer has a history of feminism and is a scholar in that area. She has a lot of knowledge in feminism and brings a lot strong opin-ions about women’s rules in our country and in the world into her discussions.” White said Crumpton has 
strong faith and finds a way to make it work with feminism.Crumpton’s will focus her dis-
cussion on helping women find a way to make feminism and Christianity work together. 
“The most beneficial aspect of feminism and Christianity is that students get the opportunity to 
hear another voice, see another perspective and take in another view on how to live life to the fullest and see the world as suc-cessful, especially for women,” White said. “I hope that this event gives women and men the empowerment to pursue everything they ever wanted to pursue in their lives.”The Women’s Studies Program, Women’s Center, De-partment of History and the Campus Christian Center will sponsor the event Thursday in Room BE5 in the Memorial Stu-dent Center at 6 p.m. 
Haylee Roberts can be 
contacted at roberts215@
marshall.edu.
CRUMPTON
Feminism, Christianity to collide 
and intertwine during Women 
Connects’ Thursday discussion
By LINDSAY WISE
MCCLATCHY NEWSPAPERS (MCT)The U.S. Supreme Court's decision on the constitutional-ity of the Defense of Marriage Act will have implications far beyond how much same-sex couples might owe in income and estate taxes.Striking down the portion of the 1996 law that's under chal-lenge might affect more than 1,100 federal statutory provi-sions in which marital status is a factor.The most crucial provisions are fairly obvious, such as laws that allow married couples 
to file federal income taxes jointly, inherit Social Security 
benefits, sponsor their spouses for visas, or defer federal es-tate taxes on property passed on to surviving spouses.
These benefits are vitally important to married couples, said Bruce Bell, the legal infor-mation line manager for Gay & Lesbian Advocates & Defend-ers, a legal rights organization in Boston."They provide far more in the way of really major ben-
efits than the states do, by and large," Bell said.Key federal laws also pay 
death benefits to spouses of 
public safety officers killed in the line of duty, allow married 
workers to take up to 12 weeks of leave to care for sick spouses and give eligible veterans the right to be buried next to their spouses in military cemeteries.Married couples also may transfer money to each other without owing gift taxes. Fed-eral employees or service members may share their re-
tirement or health benefits with their spouses. Employ-ees also may ensure that their spouses receive uninterrupted health care coverage between jobs.Some of the rules and regu-lations that apply to married couples are more obscure, ranging from the calculation of mining claim maintenance 
fees to conflicts of interest in 
the certification of agricultural loans.One of the strangest fed-eral provisions tied to marital status is the Guano Islands Act of 1856, which allows U.S. citizens to take possession of islands that are covered in deposits of feces from bats, seabirds and seals. The excre-ment, known as guano, was highly prized as fertilizer.Any American who discov-ered such an island could claim exclusive rights to collect the guano and sell it, as long as the island wasn't occupied or in 
another country's jurisdiction. The law says the discoverer's widow may inherit rights to the island and any pricy poop on it.In some cases, being recognized by the federal gov-ernment as married limits a person's eligibility for a gov-
ernment loan or benefit.For example, a student 
who's applying for financial assistance for college using the federal aid form must list con-tributions from parents. Under current laws, if the student's parents are a same-sex mar-ried couple, only one parent's income and assets may be listed, potentially increasing the amount of aid that student may receive.Supplemental Security Income, Medicaid and the Medicare prescription drug 
benefit's low-income subsidy program also are linked to a family's income and assets, so some people might qualify for 
fewer benefits if the federal government started counting same-sex spouses' resources."Sometimes you benefit, sometimes you lose, but this is a case where the govern-ment is losing, obviously," Bell said.
In federal gay marriage case, more than 1,100 benefits at stake
By LINDA B. BLACKFORD
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER 
(MCT)Actress Ashley Judd will not challenge U.S. Sen. Mitch Mc-Connell’s seat in 2016, she announced late Wednesday.“Regretfully, I am currently unable to consider a cam-paign for the Senate,” she said in a series of messages on Twitter.com. “I have spoken to so many Kentuckians over these last few months who expressed their desire for a fighter for the people & new leader.“While that won’t be me at this time, I will continue to work as as hard as I can to 
ensure the needs of Kentucky families are met by returning this Senate seat to whom it rightfully belongs: the people & their needs, dreams, and great potential. Thanks for even considering me as that person & know how much I love our Commonwealth. Thank you!”Judd’s potential campaign created both excitement and trepidation among Kentucky and national Democrats, who split into two groups on her electability.Her supporters said her huge national profile and fundraising ability would ensure McConnell’s demise, 
but others worried that her outspoken liberal views, es-pecially on issues like her opposition to mountaintop removal coal mining, would doom her and other Demo-crats further down the ticket.In recent weeks, news re-ports have mentioned the possibility of Secretary of State Allison Lundergan Grimes running against McConnell.Those reports have said Grimes has a relatively blank political slate but deep po-litical ties. Her father, Jerry Lundergan, is a former state Democratic Party chairman and is close friends with Bill and Hillary Clinton.
Ashley Judd says she won’t run for U.S. Senate By MOLLY HENNESSY-FISKE
LOS ANGELES TIMES (MCT)Oklahoma’s largest-re-corded earthquake was triggered by injection wells used by the oil and gas in-dustry, according to a report released this week.The Tuesday report in the geosciences journal Geology 
is the latest scientific evidence suggesting injection wells may be causing an uptick in earth-quakes nationwide. However, the report was viewed skep-
tically by Oklahoma’s official seismologist.The report’s lead author, University of Oklahoma seis-mologist Katie Keranen, focused on a series of earth-quakes in November 2011 
near Prague, Okla., including a 5.7-magnitude temblor on Nov. 6, the largest recorded in state history. The quake destroyed 14 homes, buckled pavement and was felt in 17 states, according to the re-port. Prague lies near a fault 
line and oil fields where injec-tion wells have been used for decades.The report suggests that in-jection-induced earthquakes could be larger than previ-ously thought, and could take much longer periods of time to be triggered.“This is basically a different class of induced earthquake,” Keranen told NPR.Keranen’s report, written with Columbia University’s 
Heather Savage and Geoffrey Abers, and the U.S. Geological Survey’s Elizabeth Cochran _ is based on data collected from more than a dozen seismom-eters in Oklahoma during the so-called “Prague Earthquake Sequence” and data collected by the state’s oil and gas regulator, the Oklahoma Cor-poration Commission.More than 1,400 earth-quakes were recorded in Oklahoma in 2011, the most active year on record. At the same time, seismic activity also increased throughout the middle of the country, with quakes reported in Arkansas, Colorado, Ohio and Texas.
See EARTHQUAKES | Page  5
Oklahoma earthquakes linked to injection wells
By MARLA NOWLIN 
THE PARTHENONThe Marshall University Young Democrats hosted a phone bank Wednesday for Fairness West Virginia in the Memorial Student Center to show their support for House Bill 2856 and Senate Bill 486. These bills would add a non-discriminatory clause about housing, employment and sexual orientation, which would protect all 57,000 West Virginian lesbian, gay, bisex-ual and transgender people.  The House Bill 2856 lead sponsor was Delegate Ste-
phen Skinner, the first openly gay house member in West Virginia. Skinner worked with Fairness West Virginia to get the bill the way he wanted it.   Unfortunately, House Bill 2856 did not pass the Small Business Committee, but Senate Bill 486, which was endorsed by WV Senate Pres-ident Kessler, is still going strong. The phone bank was or-ganized for students to call Kessler’s constituents and ask their stance on fairness regardless of sexuality or 
gender identity in the state of West Virginia. If the constitu-ents take a positive stance on the issue then they would be asked to call Kessler, thank him for his support and ask to keep the bill moving.  Katie Wright, a senior and Young Democrats’ president, said the clause should be written into law for future protection.“Currently, under law they are not protected. However there is no case of this being an issue to date. This is a pro-tection clause for the future,” Wright said. Wright said the passing of Senate Bill 486 would pro-tect the LGBT community from possible discrimination of employment or housing in the future.“It indirectly affects Mar-shall students in housing because most students stay on campus. However, if they wanted to go rent an apart-ment, this would allow them to not be discriminated against because of any sexual orientation. Same thing with employment,” Wright said.Senior Adam Fridley, Young 
Democrats’ vice president, said the goal of the event was to advocate the legislation. “Our interest in this is equality, and I think it’s a shame that such an impor-tant issue has fallen by the wayside. We were really hopping we could make a breakthrough with Delegate Skinner this year,” Fridley said. Fridley said the bill will prob-ably not make it back through this session and he believes this is an issue that a large portion of Marshall students has a vested interest in. He said it is all about the grass-roots efforts.     “Obviously we have a very large very active LGBT com-munity here on campus, so I think grassroots efforts like this, that get Marshall stu-
dents involved, definitely makes an impact,” Fridley said. Both Wright and Fridley would have liked to see a turnout to this event, but are determined to keep their ef-forts up. 
Marla Nowlin can be 
contacted at nowlin7@mar-
shall.edu.
Marshall Young Democrats 
call for local support of 
LGBT equality legislation
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By BRAXTON CRISP
THE PARTHENONWet and cold weather could not keep new Thundering Herd receivers Coach Mike Furrey from being excited to step 
onto the field Tuesday for the first spring practice of 2013. Furrey, a native of Grove City, Ohio, played football at Ohio State and Northern Iowa before playing seven seasons in the NFL. In 2006 with the Detroit Lions, Furrey led the NFC with 98 catches. Immediately prior to joining Coach Doc Holliday’s staff, Furrey was the head coach at Kentucky Christian University, a NAIA school in Grayson, Ky., 45 minutes west of Huntington. He said the current group of 
receivers was excited to find out they were getting a former NFL player as their posi-tion coach.“They’ve all done some Googling and 
stuff like that to find out about my past and my career, which is really neat for me,” Fur-rey said. During this round of spring prac-tices, Furrey will work with Jazz King, 
Demetrious Evans and Tommy Shuler. De-spite Aaron Dobson and Antavious Wilson 
both having finished their time at Marshall University at the end of last season, Furrey said he feels they are are a solid group of receivers who have experience from play-ing in previous seasons and will step up and be leaders. Shuler said having Furrey as his position coach will help him become a better receiver 
during the final two seasons of his collegiate career and potentially on into the NFL.“He’s a great coach,” Shuler said. “He knows what it takes to get there — the NFL — and I feel like he’s going to push me harder because he knows what it will take for me to get to the next level.”Furrey emphasized that he wants his receivers to be good athletes and smart receivers.“Ability takes you so far,” Furrey said. “But if you can understand the game and you’re a great football player from the standpoint of knowing the game, understanding how to get open, catching the football and all those kind of things, you can do a lot of things.” 
Furrey will have 14 more practices over the next month to instill that coaching phi-losophy before spring workouts conclude April 27 with the annual Green and White Game.
Braxton Crisp can be contacted at 
crisp23@marshall.edu. 
FURREY
By MIRANDA PEMBERTON
THE PARTHENONThe Marshall University softball team continued to de-fend the Dot yesterday with two wins in a double-header matchup against Wright State University.In 2001, the softball team set the school record for most games won at home. On Wednesday, 
that record was broken when the softball team earned its 10th win at home this season, and 17th consecutive win at Dot Hicks Softball Field.Andi Williamson, senior pitcher, said she could not think of a better way to defend her home state.“It’s a great feeling to break a school record,” Williamson 
said. “It’s a great team effort. We’ve really played great team ball and we plan to get a lot more wins.”
In the first game against Wright State, Williamson threw a no-hitter up until the bottom of the seventh inning, where 
she allowed her first base hit — a single that found a gap in 
the outfield. Williamson had 12 strikeouts in the contest. The Herd shut out the Raid-ers 2-0.In the second game, fresh-man Shaelynn Braxton hit her second homerun of the season 
in the bottom of the first to put the Herd on the board. Continuing the hitting streak, Jazmine Valle notched her sec-ond homerun of the year in the bottom of the second, bringing the score to 5-1. Freshman pitcher Halie 
Vance earned her first career win as the Herd defeated the Raiders 6-4.Defending the Dot means a lot to the team, no matter which position is played.
Alysia Hively, first baseman, said her personal goal at the beginning of the season was for the team to go undefeated at home.“We have, I think one of the longest home game winning streaks,” Hively said. “It’s just amazing to be able to keep that 
going and something we are re-ally looking forward to.”Williamson said the Dot is named after Dot Hicks, who has been a benefactor for women’s sports at Marshall.“It’s really awesome to play 
on a field named after her,” Wil-liamson said.Taking time and effort is something both Williamson and Hively said the team has done to get where they are.“We got a really good day of different group work and worked on our defense,” Hively said. “We’re getting in every ounce of practice we can.”Williamson said the team has done a lot of pitching work-outs and cardio, and is working hard.Hively said the crowd plays a big part in the team’s success.“We luckily have a pretty big crowd at all of our home games and it just means so much that so many people come out and support us all the time,” Hively said. “We are just trying to make them proud and keep them coming back to watch.”Focusing not only on team-work, but also personal goals, Hively received the Conference USA Hitter of the Week award 
Furrey set to lead Herd receivers
TYLER KES | THE PARTHENON
Freshman pitcher Halie Vance delivers a pitch during the second game 
vs. Wright State. Vance won her first game of the season. 
By CAITIE SMITH
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITORThe University of Alabama-Birmingham is roughly seven hours from Marshall University, but the UAB baseball team will have to travel even further than that this weekend. 
Marshall will host the Blazers in the Thundering Herd’s first conference series of the season in Charleston at Appalachian Power Park, which is just about an hour from Huntington. Marshall is coming off an 8-2 loss against no. 8 ranked Ken-tucky, Wednesday. Through three innings, the Herd held Kentucky hitless and a supported a 2-0 advantage.Sophomore Andrew Dundon had three hits for the second straight game, and had his ninth multi-hit game of the sea-son. The New Jersey native has only struck out ten times this season. 
Fellow sophomore Eric Escobedo finished 2-4 and freshman David Diaz-Fernandez went 2-3 in his third start as catcher. 
The loss would be the first loss Diaz-Fernandez has suffered as a starter. Despite the loss, the Herd outhit the Wildcats, 10-8. UAB was swept by fellow Conference USA member UCF this past weekend, but bounced back to defeat the Alabama Crim-son Tide in a 1-0 game Tuesday. The Blazers have an overall record of 10-14 and were a 2012 NCAA Regional team. UAB was also the 2012 C-USA Tournament champions. “UAB will be a tough conference opener,” junior pitcher Josh King said of the matchup. “But our team has worked hard for months leading up to this, and we’re ready for whatever.”The Herd will enter the weekend with a 10-13 record and a lot to prove. 
The past two years, the Herd has finished last in C-USA and only achieved 12 wins with 36 losses in conference games. Senior designated hitter Alfredo Brito has a different way to 
define success for the team, other than wins and losses.“Its tough to explain when games are judged on wins and losses,” Brito said. “If we play baseball in a consistent manner, we’re gonna be a really good team. We’re mentally strong.”The Herd will be looking to defend their win streak at Power Park. Last Tuesday, Marshall shut out in-state rival WVU with a stellar pitching performance by King and fellow junior Aaron Blair. Blair will toe the rubber on Saturday, with freshmen Chase Boster and Michael Taylor expected to get nods in Friday and Sunday’s games.Senior Nathan Gomez will carry a hot bat into the conference 
opener. The first baseman is batting .400 in the last nine games and has 13 RBI this season. 
Softball sets record in sweep of Raiders
Herd baseball to begin 
C-USA play against Blazers
SUBMITTED PHOTO
Senior infielder Nathan Gomez prepares for an at bat. Gomez has a 
.316 batting average with one home run this season. 
Top Left: Redshirt junior Jazz King looks for outside 
space against the Memphis Tigers Nov. 3, 2012 at Joan 
C. Edwards Stadium. King caught 15 passes for 151 
yards and two touchdowns last season. 
Bottom Left: Junior Tommy Shuler breaks away from 
a Tiger defender. Shuler had 1,138 receiving yards 
and six touchdowns last season on a school record 110 
receptions.
Above: Sophomore Davonte Allen cuts up field. Allen 
averaged 15.8 yards per reception in his freshman year, 
compiling 190 recieving yards and a pair of scores. 
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peaceably assemble; and to petition the Government for a redress 
of grievances.
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ONLINE POLLS
How often do you utilize the MU 
Rec Center?
29% 
21% 
n 5-7 times a week
n 2-4 times a week
MCT CAMPUS
Column
Column
Editorial 
n Once a week
n Once a month
n Never
20% 
3% 
9% 
What is your favorite talent 
based television competition?
n American Idol
n America’s Got Talent
n The Voice
n X Factor
n Other
Anyone who uses the In-ternet regularly should be concerned with cyber security, even if they do not regularly use online shopping or other means of money management on the computer.Sensitive information, in-cluding banking information, is often entered on websites for online purchasing through ser-vices such as PayPal, websites of individual stores for shop-ping or to simply take care of banking business online. While these features make 
things much more convenient, people have to remember to be careful, or the likelihood of information, money or an iden-tity being stolen increases. Online theft happens to the most unsuspecting people, seemingly at the most inconve-nient times. Even if the person responsible for hacking an ac-count is caught, it can take more than a week for money to be recovered. Depending on how much money is in question, that could put a dent in general day-to-day living. 
It is not just money that is at risk on the Internet — it is any sort of private or personal information that has the pos-sibility to be compromised and stolen unexpectedly. This type of information could be stolen and used by less than honest individuals. In a tech-savvy world, it would be smart to change passwords often, not share personal information with any-one — even those who can be considered trustworthy — and most of all, not keep track of 
money online unless absolutely necessary.Being able to access almost anything at the click of a but-ton is very convenient, but it is also convenient for some not-so-nice people to also access things used on the Internet. Internet users would be ad-vised to be careful of what they make accessible and public on-line. It is worth the extra trip to the bank or to the mall to stop the potential risk of getting money stolen out from under them.
By JOHN KASS
CHICAGO TRIBUNE (MCT)With the issue of same-sex marriage argued before the Supreme Court and raging else-where in America, a question:Is it possible to be a traditional Christian or Muslim or Orthodox Jew — and hold to one’s faith on what constitutes marriage — and not be considered a bigot?The issue of same-sex unions is by nature contentious and divi-sive. It is not merely about equal protection under the law, but 
redefining the foundation of our culture, which is the family itself.It’s not my intention to add to the anger and the noise. If you’ve followed the news of the crowds outside the Supreme Court this week, and watched those vicious little boxes within boxes on cable TV, with angry people barking at each other, you’ll get plenty of noise.I’m not angry. Yet I am strug-gling. And I’ve been silent on the subject for some time, try-
ing to figure it out.I’m not opposed to same-sex unions. Americans have the right to equal protection under the law, and same-sex couples should be able to expect the same tax ben-
efits and other considerations allowed to those of us who are now being called, in some quar-ters, “opposite-sex couples.”But this all comes now dur-ing the season of Lent, a time of fasting and prayer, when Chris-tians are compelled to confront the obligations of their faith.All I’m asking is that in the rush to establish new rights, that tolerance for religious freedom be considered as well.The federal government has already told religious institu-tions that run hospitals that they must provide contraceptives to their employees, even if it runs counter to their beliefs. So now, if the government ultimately compels us to describe same-sex unions as marriage, what’s next?For centuries now, churches have allowed the state (and by this I mean the government) to license marriage ceremonies. It follows then that what is 
happening in America at pres-ent was inevitable long ago.No one with half a brain wants to be thought of as a bigot. But that’s what I and others risk as members of a distinct and irri-tating minority — as traditional Christians in journalism.Now that the debate has been framed, if I hold to my faith and resist applauding the changes, I’m easily cast as some drooling white cartoon bigot of the Jim Crow era, denying black Americans the right to sit at a lunch counter and have a meal with the white folks.It’s a cheap construction, yes, thoughtless, yet widely ac-cepted in the news media and therefore effective.What is also clear is that, given demographic shifts and attitudes, particularly by young people regarding sexuality and family, traditional Christianity is no longer the dominant culture.It is the counterculture, fast becoming a minority view.Again, I don’t oppose same-sex unions. I think Americans should have the right to associate as they please. My wife and I have had friends and family members who were gay, and died of AIDS. We loved them, and still do.But I am Greek Orthodox, a never-changing faith, and this is Lent.In recent weeks, with the ad-vent of a new Roman Catholic pope, there have been many beautiful words written about tolerance and change, written by those who on one hand support abortion rights and gay marriage, yet on the other talk lovingly of the comforting ancient rituals and the sound of ancient prayers.And while I struggle with the 
fast-moving issue of the redefi-nition of marriage and its effect on our culture and how to rec-oncile the rights of others and my own religious beliefs, I ask only one thing:Tolerance.Remember that word? Tolerance?Tolerance for those whose faith and traditional beliefs put them in what is fast becoming the minority.
As times change, will tolerance 
for tradition be tolerated?
Online security important in age of technology
By JOCELYN GIBSON
COLUMNISTIn college, my passion is learning. I am here to receive an education, but for some reason I cannot get the thought out of my head that I am meant for the domestic life. While my passion does lie in learning, per-haps it does not lie in turning a degree into a lifelong career. True, writing is still among my pas-sions, but is it meant for my way of living? I am not exactly sure at this point. While domesticity is calling me, I fear failure in the since that I went to college for four years to become a mother and housewife. What does all of this say about my self-proclaimed feminism? Has that part of me depleted? I do not believe it has, but it has grown to accept feminism in its many forms — one of those forms being house-wife and mother. While I currently do not have children and I am not married, I can see the domes-tic life looming in my not-so-distant future 
and I do not dread it. In fact, I am looking forward to it.The fact being that among my other pas-sions are child-care, cooking and home projects — typical activities of a stay-at-home mom. I think I could be more than content in a life where I stay home, cook, clean and look after children.Without even realizing it, I have planned my entire life around this goal of domes-ticity. Although the goal may seem to go against my feminist beliefs, I see it as meshing perfectly.  To begin, I chose a major based partially on the idea of some day having children. While I love journalism and l seem to excel at it, there was more to my decision in pur-suing it as a career. A huge reason was the fact that it could be done from home at the time when I decide to have children. I have always known that it would be important for me to stay home with my children until they begin school.For another reason, I have a great re-lationship with a man who respects me 
and believes in equality. What more could a true feminist ask for? I do not believe I am abandoning my feminist goals by fol-lowing my domestic goals, as long as I am seeking them to please myself. In that way, I see my life as a homemaker perfectly in sync with my life as a feminist. While I am sure there are some femi-nists who would argue that it is taking a step back, I like to think of it as reclaim-
ing a role. Yes, one of feminism’s first goals was to get women out of the home, but we have reached the point where we can as-sert our place in it. Homemaker is not an inherently op-pressing occupation. In today’s society, it could even be viewed as a position of power. Women are the head of the house-
hold. Perhaps not in the financial sense, but they have great power of what ideas are discussed in the home. With this power, they have the ability to raise a whole new generation of feminists — male and female.
Jocelyn Gibson can be contacted at 
gibson243@marshall.edu.
How homemaking could 
be a feminist occupation
The same year, regulators in Arkansas banned injec-tion wells from a region that stretches across the state that had been shaken by a series of quakes. Oil and gas regulators in Colorado require review by a state seismologist before 
permitting injection wells, and 
Illinois has installed a traffic light system to stop injection wells if related earthquakes appear to put public safety at risk.
But Oklahoma’s official seismologist the Geological Survey’s Austin Holland was skeptical about the link be-tween injection wells and 
earthquakes, as were of-
ficials at the Corporation Commission and the Okla-homa Independent Petroleum Association, a trade group that lobbies for oil and gas companies.In a statement released by the Oklahoma Geological Survey last week, Holland and state geologist Randy 
Keller said the Prague Se-quence was “the result of natural causes.”They added that, “Some re-searchers have observed that the earthquake activity did not increase over time as injection increased, but rather occurred in a distinct ‘swarm’ more typical of a natural event,” the statement said.
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In fact, the Congressional 
Budget Office reported in 2004 that federal recogni-tion of marriages between same-sex couples nationwide would result in an increase of $1 billion per year in the federal budget's bottom line through 2014.But if the high court does decide to extend federal 
benefits to same-sex couples, the ruling will apply only to married same-sex couples in the District of Columbia and the nine states that permit gay marriage. For gay and les-bian couples in civil unions or domestic partnerships, little will change unless same-sex marriage becomes legal where they live."They're going to have to get to marriage before they 
get the benefits," Bell said.
Marriage 
Continued from Page 2
does,” Gibson said. “I’m not particularly outgoing person, 
but if I find something that in-terests me I’m not afraid to go. I don’t understand why more freshmen don’t get involved.”Not understanding the facts of feminism causes many misconceptions, and Shamb-lin said it is not about hating men or women not shaving, 
but about all encompassing equality. “You can’t expect people to understand feminism if they don’t know what it is,” Sham-blin said.  WSSA meets every month and is seeking more members. The group will next meet Tues-day at 6:30 p.m. in the John Deaver Drinko Library atrium. 
Marla Nowlin can be 
contacted at nowlin7@mar-
shall.edu. 
Feminism 
Continued from Page 1
By COURTNEY DOTSON
THE PARTHENONThe Thirsty Whale will host an event Thursday at 11 p.m. to help support the Marshall University women’s lacrosse team. There will be a $5 cover charge at the door, and Mackie Robertson, the owner of the Thirsty Whale, has agreed to donate 100 percent of the cover charge proceeds to the Lacrosse team at the end of the night.The Thirsty Whale is a pub, club and lounge and is located on 4th Avenue in Huntington. The Thirsty Whale kitchen will be open all night and will feature its modestly priced burgers, sandwiches, salads and half priced appetizers starting at 11 p.m. Starting at midnight, a $5 all you can drink special will be offered for the ladies attending the event.Jason Grady, DJ Twin, is a DJ at Barcode and has volunteered to DJ the event and other future events for Lacrosse team for free. “We’re really counting on this fundraiser to be the teams biggest money maker,” Kassy Johnson said. “We’re hoping for a large turnout.”
All the proceeds from the event will be applied towards the team’s travel expenses. The team will travel to Butler Uni-versity in Indianapolis, Ind., April 13 and 14 and then to Xavier University and Dayton University. Dayton University is currently the league’s WCLL division 2 champions. The Women’s Lacrosse team will play the University of Ken-tucky, April 6. Members of the women’s lacrosse team are using the event at the Thirsty Whale to help the team and to enjoy a fun night with supporters. “The money will go to pay our tournaments at the Uni-versity of Kentucky and Butler University. The money will also go to pay referee fees as well as buying equipment for us next year, and this stuff really starts to add up,” Cait-lin Grimes, president of the lacrosse team, said. “It’s ex-tremely vital because lacrosse is a club sport, so we don’t get very much, if any assistance from the school. Therefore, this fundraiser could really help us out.” 
Courtney Dotson can be con-
tacted at Dotson72@marshall.
edu.
Thirsty Whale to host event in 
support of women's lacrosse
last week and is continuing to work on her skills.“I’m just learning to be more patient and pick out the better pitches so I can 
attack those,” Hively said. “I’m just trying to become more consistent.”Williamson said teamwork is also something that the group has been working on.“We’re just playing for each other and backing each other 
up,” Williamson said. “I’m also just going out and giving my best each and everything game.”The softball team will take on Memphis in a three game series at Dot Hicks Field starting Fri-day at 1 p.m.“We are very excited to play 
Memphis and we hope to get some great weather,” Williamson said. The Herd is currently 6-3 in conference play and has a re-cord of 20-12.
Miranda Pemberton can be 
contacted at pemberton23@
marshall.edu.
“I’ve just been trying to stay consistent in my thought process and my work ethic,” Gomez said. “I know if I keep 
focusing on the process, the results will keep coming.”Gomez said the recent losses have taught the Herd a thing or two. “We have to show up from 
start to finish to be successful,” 
Gomez said. “There are no shortcuts.”UAB’s offensive threat will come from junior Ryan Prinz-
ing, who is first in C-USA in on base percentage and fourth in C-USA in batting average, and 
senior John Frost, who leads the Blazers with a .368 average. First pitch on Friday is slated for 4:00 p.m. 
Caitie Smith can be con-
tacted at smith1650@
marshall.edu.
Softball 
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Kris White, 32, and Lyssa White, 29, of Manassas, Virginia, say they've been married for five years, and carried a poster referring to a 1967 
Supreme Court case that overturned state laws banning inter-racial marriages, in Washington, D.C., on Tuesday. The couple joined demonstrators 
in urging the current Supreme Court to rule in favor of gay marriage. 
CURTIS TATE | MCT
U.S. Supreme Court divided 
about California's gay marriage 
By HOWARD MINTZ
SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS MCTStruggling with the gay mar-
riage issue for the first time in history, the U.S. Supreme Court on Tuesday resembled the kid at the end of the highest diving 
board at the pool for the first time inclined to turn around and try another day rather than take a bold jump into an uncertain future.During more than an hour of arguments in their jammed courtroom, the jus-tices were clearly divided over California's Proposition 8 voter-approved ban on same-sex marriage, although reluctant to take the larger step of casting a broader rul-ing that would apply to gay marriage rights across the country. The only certainty is that the Supreme Court will leave the fate of Cali-fornia's gay marriage ban dangling until June, when it must rule.But the justices' barrage of questions hinted at options that could open the door to same-sex nuptials in California by simply leaving intact lower court rulings declaring the law unconstitutional."Always hard to predict based on arguments, but I think it is more likely that they will dis-miss (on procedural) grounds than decide the merits (of the gay marriage issue)," said Er-win Chemerinsky, dean of the University of California, Irvine's law school.As hundreds of gay marriage 
supporters and opponents waved placards and chanted for their causes on the Supreme Court steps outside, the justices expressed concern over whether the time is right for them to take on a state's right to ban gay mar-riage. Justice Anthony Kennedy, a key swing vote, wondered whether the court perhaps should not have taken on the 
controversy in the first place.The justices considered the arguments as Berkeley's Kris-tin Perry and Sandy Stier and another California couple chal-lenging Proposition 8 sat in the courtroom among a contingent of gay rights supporters such as Hollywood director Rob Reiner. Supporters of ProtectMarriage.com, Proposition 8's defender, also found coveted courtroom seats.With both liberal and conserva-tive justices particularly worried about a broader ruling that might apply to all states, 37 of which now ban gay marriage, the court pressed lawyers on both sides about how far they should go. "Is there any way to decide this case in a principled manner that is limited to California?" Justice So-nia Sotomayor asked Theodore Olson, who argued the case for same-sex couples.The court has another oppor-tunity Wednesday to deal with the gay marriage issue in a way that could continue to allow the political debate to unfold in the states. The justices are hearing arguments in a challenge to the 1996 federal Defense of Mar-riage Act, which bars federal 
benefits to same-sex couples. Among other questions, the court must resolve whether the government can deny ben-
efits to gay and lesbian couples married in states where same-sex marriage is legal _ and they can decide that without grant-ing broader marriage rights nationwide.But on Tuesday, the jus-tices' questioning cast doubt on Proposition 8's future, with some justices clearly concerned it may trample on the rights of gay and lesbian couples.Kennedy, while acknowledg-ing gay marriage is a new concept in a tradition that stretches back thousands of years, said there is an "immediate legal injury" to same-sex couples in California who are raising children but un-able to marry legally. How does the law affect the roughly 40,000 children of those same-sex couples? Kennedy asked Propo-sition 8 lawyer Charles Cooper, who argued that preserving tra-ditional marriage would protect children."The voice of those children is important in this case, isn't it?" Kennedy asked.Other justices, including Chief Justice John Roberts, were skep-
tical of a court decision finding same-sex marriage bans uncon-stitutional. "Same-sex couples (in California) have every other right, it's just about the label (of marriage)," he told Olson. "All you're interested in is the label, and you insist on changing the 
definition of the label."Justice Samuel Alito, 
considered a likely conserva-tive vote against gay marriage, pressed U.S. Solicitor General Donald Verrilli about pushing for same-sex marriage rights in the states on behalf of the Obama administration."You want us to step in and render a decision based on an assessment of (gay marriage) which is newer than cellphones or the Internet," he said.Some justices wondered whether Proposition 8's spon-sors have the legal authority to defend the law for the state in place of the governor and at-torney general, who consider 
it unconstitutional. A finding that the sponsors lacked such authority would result in en-forcement of the lower court decision that the gay marriage ban is unconstitutional. That outcome would allow gay mar-riage in California.Even there, however, the jus-tices were splintered. Several indicated they were troubled by the possibility the gover-nor and attorney general could trump a ballot measure they oppose simply by refusing to defend it in court.The Supreme Court is re-viewing a federal appeals court 
ruling last year finding Proposi-tion 8 unconstitutional because it stripped away a previous right for same-sex couples to marry in California. In that rul-ing, the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals took a narrow ap-proach that, if adopted by the Supreme Court, would limit the legal impact to California.
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1. Doctor Who 6. Star Wars: The Clone Wars
2. Firefly 7. Star Trek: The Next Generation
3. The X-Files 8. Battlestar Galactica
4. Buffy the Vampire Slayer 9. Eureka
5. Lost 10. Futurama
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By KAYLIN SEARLES 
THE PARTHENONMarshall University students and faculty continued to celebrate Wom-en’s History Month, Tuesday, with an in-depth meeting discussing “Love Sick,” by Sue Silverman.Members of the Women’s Studies Book Club met in the atrium room of the John Deaver Drinko Library to cel-ebrate “Love Sick,” which goes through the addiction of sex and rehab.  Students had different reasons for attending the book club. With a vari-ety of backgrounds and majors, the students discussed the book from multiple points of view.
Melanie Munson, junior psychology major, said she enjoyed the book and came for the different perspectives the book club had to offer.“It was interesting listening to other perspectives on the book and see if people get something different out of it than I did,” Munson said.  “I looked at it through what I experienced.”Having been around addiction be-fore, Munson said she could relate to the book.“I’ve dealt with so much addiction in my life — family, friends, a guy I was engaged to. I hope this book opens people’s eyes and they realize what addiction really is,” Munson said. “ It’s 
not something you can control or fix. It 
takes a lot of work and you first have to acknowledge that there’s actually something wrong.”Michelle Hogmire, junior English and creative writing major, said she brought a writer’s point of view to the mixture.“I liked how Silverman was willing to play with form,” Hogmire said.  “In terms of writing, I think form is one of the most important things, especially 
when you’re talking about a difficult subject.”
Hogmire said it was the first time she attended the book club and that she enjoyed the atmosphere it provided.
“I like the book club,” Hogmire said. “It reminded me of an English class, just with much more open discussion. It’s open to everyone’s opinion.”Laura Michele Diener, history and women’s study professor, led the group, runs the book clubs once a se-mester and said she was pleased with the outcome.  “It’s diverse enough to get a lot of people, but not too big where you can’t have intimate conversation,” Die-ner said. “One of the reasons it’s not in a classroom setting is so that stu-dents and faculty members can come together in an informal setting and discuss the books on equal levels.”
Diener said she believes Women’s History Month is very important for Marshall’s campus and tries to fit in as many events as she can.“I like to teach women’s history twelve months out of the year, but it’s nice to have one month that’s all about women’s history,” Diener said.The next book club meeting will feature author Sue Silverman and will be open to community mem-bers. The book club will meet again, April 6 at Pullman Square as part of the Women’s History Conference.
Kaylin Searles can be contacted 
at searles1@marshall.edu.
Book club celebrates Women’s History Month’
By TISH WELLS
(MCT)On Nov. 23, 1963, a black-
and-white science fiction show with laughable special effects premiered on the BBC in Great Britain.It was called “Doctor Who.”The latest season starts in the U.S. on March 30 on BBC America with “The Bells of Saint John.” It will be avail-able on iTunes the day after broadcast.The show’s appeal to adults and children has lasted, with 
one small hiatus, over five de-cades for a reason. It doesn’t 
follow any real (scientific) logic, provides excitement and at times, pathos and has an ever-changing cast, including a space-time machine, the Tar-
dis, whose interior is infinitely larger than its exterior, and is 
disguised as a (now-antique) British police box.How has the show stayed alive for so long?“The original subtitle being ad-ventures in time and space,” said executive producer Caroline Skinner, “that says it all for me. I think it en-capsulates the spirit of him being a charac-ter who can liter-ally grab his 
companion’s hand and drag her into a historical period or the far reaches of outer space or anywhere, really.”The series died in 1989, had a one-shot movie in 1996, and was rebooted in 2005. Its popularity has exploded. BBC America’s broadcast of the 2012 Christmas Special pulled in 2.5 million viewers. It won a 2013 Peabody award for “for evolving with technol-ogy and the times like nothing else in the known television universe.”One of the ways the show is kept fresh is through re-generation. Each time a new actor takes over the part, the character regenerates. The venerable William Hartnell became the impish Patrick Troughton in 1966. Eleven ac-tors have had the label “The Doctor,” the latest being Matt Smith. Each “Doctor” has companions. In 1963, Hart-nell traveled with his grand-daughter, Susan. When it was re-
vived, the ninth “Doctor” 
(Christopher Eccleston) trav-eled with Rose, played by Billie Piper.Smith is one of the few “Doc-tors” to lose his companions, Amy and Rory Pond, to an en-emy, the Weeping Angels.He starts the new sea-son meeting Clara, played by Jeanne-Louise Coleman, who was in two earlier episodes of the series. Executive Producer Steven Moffat says of Clara, “She’s tough, she’s fast and hard to impress.”Coleman says about her “Doctor,” Matt Smith, “He’s 
kind of got this unbelievable infectious energy, this work 
ethic, that kind (that) has him 
wandering around his flat for 3 hours after we’ve wrapped, go-ing over his lines as Doctor.”
The first episode introduces a new villain to London: the Spoonheads. “What the Doctor often does is grab hold of what is omnipresent in your life and turn it into a monster,” Moffat said in a conference call.The world of “Doctor Who” is far larger than just the television show. The stories have been told professionally on radio and in books.
Audio drama producers Big Finish is producing an origi-nal piece, “Doctor Who: The Light at the End,” with five of the living “Doctors” Tom Baker, Peter Davison, Colin Baker, Sylvester McCoy and Paul McGann.In November, the BBC in England will air “An Adven-ture in Space and Time,” which dramatizes the making of the first “Doctor Who” in 1963.
New season of 'Doctor Who’ starts a year’s celebration
The Doctor (Matt Smith) with new 
companion Clara comes back to 
BBC America on March 30, 2013.
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